














ASSIGNMENT AND RELEASE
I, the undersigned certify that I (or my dependent) have insurance coverage with ________________________________________
and assign directly to the Doctors at Hawthorne Chiropractic insurance benefits, if any, otherwise payable to me for services
rendered. I fully understand that I am financially responsibly for all charges whether or not paid by insurance. Possession of
a medical insurance member ID card is NOT a guarantee of coverage. I hereby authorize the doctor(s) to release all
information necessary to secure the payment of benefits. I authorize the use of this signature on all insurance submissions.

In the event of non-payment, the responsible party shall bear the cost of collection and/or court costs and reasonable legal
fees, should this be required. Accounts past due will be assessed a 18% annual service charge.

CARE AGREEMENT
• We invite you to discuss with us any questions regarding our services. The best health services are based on a friendly,

mutual understanding between provider and patient.

• Our policy requires payment in full for all services rendered at the time of visit, unless other arrangements have been made
with the business manager. If account is not paid within 90 days of the date of service and no financial arrangements
have been made, you will be responsibly for any expenses incurred in collecting your account.

• Cancellations and rescheduling must be made 24 hours in advance or we reserve the right to bill
you a $30.00 NO SHOW FEE for the price of your visit. Short notice does not allow us opportunity
to fill your appointment time.

• I authorize the staff to perform any necessary services needed during diagnosis and treatment.

I understand the above information and guarantee this form was completed correctly to the best of my knowledge and under-
stand it is my responsibility to inform this office of any changes in my medical status.

Risk and consent for treatment
*Chiropractic manipulation is very safe form of therapy that is performed in selected cases. Like any form of therapy, there is
a benefit-to-risk ratio. Cervical (neck) manipulation is the region with the greatest risk of mortality. Depending upon the source,
the risk has been reported to be one in four million (1:4,000,000) to one in 25 million (1:25,000,000). As a comparison, an
exercise stress test performed during a physical examination on the general population is approximately one in ten thousand
1:10,000).
*ACSM Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription, 3rd edition

Responsible Party Signature Date

EMERGENCY CARE
In the event that our office is closed and an urgent situation arises, please consider calling 911. You may also leave a message
on our voice mail. We make it a priority to review our messages regularly, and do our best to serve you in these situations.
Emergency numbers are listed on our voicemail.

Name: DOB:







Patient Agreement For Lien Against Potential Recoveries From First Party 
Benefits And/Or Third Parties 

 
This Patient Agreement for Lien Against Potential Recoveries From First And/Or Third parties (“Agreement”) 

is between Hawthorne Chiropractic (“Provider”, “we”, “us”) and __________________________________ 

(“Patient”, “you”) and is effective as of the date signed by Patient below.  

 
Recitals 

 
Treating patients who have been injured by others, whether as a result of an auto accident, assault, battery, slip 
and fall, product liability, or similar incidents, presents challenges for both the patient and the health care 
provider. When you receive health care services from us, we typically bill your health insurer or obtain payment 
directly from you. Even with your payment of a deductible, co-insurance, or co-payment, the amount we receive 
from your health insurer is often less than the total charge for the services provided by us to you.  
 
If you were injured as a result of another party’s actions, you may have considered filing (or have already filed) 
a civil action against the person or entity whom you believe caused your injury. Either prior to, or following the 
filing of a lawsuit, you may recover amounts through settlement, judgment or otherwise that are intended to 
compensate you for the cost of the health services you receive from us including amounts which have already 
been paid by your health insurer. These amounts are paid by the actual or potential defendant, a liability insurer 
for a third party who injured you, a private or public corporation, or similar entities who may bear financial 
responsibility for the injuries caused by the actual or potential defendant. You may also receive such amounts 
from applicable first party payer benefits such as “Med Pay”, “PIP”,  “Uninsured Motorist”, “Underinsured 
Motorist”, or from an insurance benefit separate from your health insurance. 
 
We present all patients who receive care by us with this lien. This is because not all patients at their time of 
registration/check-in and/or treatment: 
 

• May have decided to file an injury claim against a recognized first and/or third party or tortfeasor; or  
• May be aware that their condition or health problem could, in part or whole, be attributed to a third party 

or tortfeasor, through an injury claim filed at a later date or that their condition or health problem could 
be compensable in part or whole through a first party benefit. 

 
This lien applies for a period of five (5) years from the date of its signing by the patient. If a patient at a future 
date decides to file an injury claim to a liable third party payer or first party payer benefit, in lieu of or in 
addition to their health insurance and uses any of our billings relating to care for their injury, this lien/ 
assignment of proceeds shall be enforced. The condition which the patient presented with or received services 
for at the time of this Agreement’s signing may not necessarily be applicable to this lien; however this does not 
preclude any future conditions or injuries from applying to this lien, within its time frame.  
 
To permit us to recover the difference between those amounts we receive from you as a self-pay patient, or from 
your health insurer, and the normal, full charge from the health care services provided to you, you agree as 
follows 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Agreement 
 

1. Patient’s Debt For Provider’s Uncompensated Services. In consideration for the Lien granted by Patient, 
Provider will provide health care services to the Patient and accept payments from Patient’s health 
insurer, or from Patient, in amounts that may be less than Provider’s normal, full customary charge for 
such health care services. Patient agrees that the amounts attributable to Provider’s uncompensated 
health care services (i.e., the difference between Provider’s normal, full, customary charge and the 
payments Provider receives from Patient or Patient’s health insurer) will be a debt owed by Patient to 
Provider (hereinafter the “Uncompensated Amount”). Upon Patient’s request, Provider will notify 
Patient of the Uncompensated Amounts by the end of the second monthly billing cycle following 
Patient’s last appointment with Provider. Provider will only attempt to recover the Uncompensated 
Amounts if Patient seeks to collect (or actually collects) through claim or lawsuit, compensation or 
damages and relies on, or introduces into evidence, records of the health services Patient receives from 
Provider for the purpose of establishing Patient’s entitlement to compensation or damages. 

2. Patient’s Granting of Lien to Provider. In consideration for the health care services Patient receives from 
Provider Patient grants to Provider a Lien, specific to assignment of proceeds against any amount Patient 
recovers by settlement, judgment or otherwise against any first party payer benefit and/or any third party 
(other than Patient’s health insurer) that includes compensation or damages attributable to the 
Uncompensated Amounts that are the subject of this Lien. The Lien shall be against that portion of 
Patient’s recovery equal to the Uncompensated Amount. 

3. Provider Will Seek Payment Only from Amounts Recovered by Patient. Provider will seek payment of 
the Uncompensated Amounts from those funds Patient recovers (or is entitled to recover) from a first 
and/or third party, other than Patient’s health insurer, as compensation or damages. For example, if 
Patient uses Provider’s invoices to recover amounts from a first party payer and/or a third party, other 
than Patient’s health insurer, Provider may recover from Patient, or the first party payer and/or third 
party obligated to Patient, an amount equal to the Uncompensated Amount. 

4. In the Event of No First Party or Third Party Recovery. If Patient does not recover, by way of settlement 
or judgment, an amount from any first party payer and/or third party that is intended to compensate 
Patient for the Uncompensated Amount, Provider will not enforce the Lien or seek to recover the 
Uncompensated Amounts from Patient. 

5. Payment to PCI to Satisfy Lien. If Patient recovers, by settlement or judgment, either before or after a 
lawsuit is filed, from any first party payer and/or a third party, an amount that is intended to compensate 
Patient for the Uncompensated Amounts, Patient agrees to pay (inclusive of directing any first party 
payer, third party and/or the Patient’s attorney, if applicable, to pay) an amount equal to the 
Uncompensated Amounts to Provider. Following full payment to Provider of the Uncompensated 
Amount, Provider will send Patient, by U.S. Mail, a release of Lien. 

This Assignment of Proceeds/Lien granted by the Patient to the Provider shall not be modified or revoked 
without the expressed, written consent of the Provider. I witness whereof, Provider and Patient have executed 
this Agreement. 
 
______________________________________ 
Patient’s Printed Name 

 
__________________________________ 

Provider 
 
______________________________________ 
Patient’s Signature 

 
__________________________________ 

Provider Representative Signature 
 
______________________________________ 
Date 

 
__________________________________ 

Date 
!


